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When A is a subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary ZA and F is a compact 
subset of .ZA , this note gives conditions for interpolation of the restriction 
suhspace A (F in terms of measures living on Z* and annihilating A. Also a 
general peak point criterion for subspaces of C(X) is established. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and suppose A is a linear 
subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary ZA and let F be a compact 
subset of ZA. We are going to describe, in terms of boundary 
measures orthogonal to A, when the restriction subspace AIF is closed 
in C(F). (The term “boundary measure” is defined below.) When 
AJF is closed in C(F) there exists a positive constant K, such that if 
a,, E Al, then there is an extension a E A of a, with I[ a [[ < K (1 a,, (IF . 
In Section 2 we give conditions in terms of boundary measures 
annihilating A which imply that K can be taken to be equal to 1. 
In Section 3 this is again shown to lead to general peak set criteria. 
Finally, in Section 4 we have a few remarks on the case when A is 
a uniform algebra. Most of the results of this note are extensions 
of results from [l], [2], [3] and [4]. In spirit, this paper is closely 
related to a paper of Gamelin [5]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We say that A is a subspace of C(X) if A is sup-norm closed, 
separates the points of X and contains the constant functions. The 
state space of A, i.e., S = {p E A*: 11 p (1 = p(l) = l} is convex and 
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compact in the w *-topology. There is a homeomorphic embedding @ 
of X into S defined by @(x)(u) -= u(x) for all a in A. The set of 
extreme points of S will be denoted by ext S and the Choquet 
boundary of X with respect to A is defined as the set Z* = 
(2 E X: @i(x) E ext S}. It is well known that ext 5’ C @i(X) so that Q, 
maps ZA homeomorphically onto ext S. We shall denote by M(X), 
resp. M(S), the Banach space of all complex Bore1 measures on X, 
resp. S. A measure p in M(S) is said to be a boundary measure 
on S if the total variation / p / is a maximal measure in Choquet’s 
ordering of positive measures [8, p. 241. The set of boundary 
measures on X is defined by M(ZJ = {p 6 M(X): @p is a boundary 
measure on S}. If h and ,u are positive measures on X we say that h 
dominates p if @h dominates @p in Choquet’s ordering. In case X is 
metrizable ZA is a (&-set and p E M(.ZA) if and only if 1 p i(X\Za) = 0. 
The annihilator of A in M(X) is the set Al- = {p E M(X): p(u) = 0 
for all a E A). 
We shall make repeated use of the following theorem 
THEOREM 1. For each p E M(X) there is a measure u E M(L’J 
such that p - u E Al and jj u 1) < )I p 11. 
Proof. In case X is metrizable the existence of u is a simple 
dilation argument. Let h be a measure in M(Z,J dominating the 
total variation ( p / and let D be a dilation with D ) p ( = h. Extend 
D by linearity to M(X) and put u = Dp [8, Ch. 131. In the general 
case a proof, based on a work of Hustad [7], is to be found in [6]. 
2. INTERPOLATION 
Let F be a compact subset of ZA and put Al, = {aIF: a E A) and 
K(F) = (u E A: alF = 01. The Banach space of all complex Bore1 
measures on F is denoted by M(F), it can be thought of as a subspace 
of M(X). We put (AIF)‘- = Al n M(F) and observe that since F is a 
compact subset of ,??A we have the inclusion (AiF)I C Al n M(ZJ. 
We define two linear operators TF and SF as follows: TF maps 
Al into M(F)/(A(,)I and is defined by TF(u) = (~1~ + (AIF) for all u 
in A*. S, is an operator from AIIX,F into M(i?)/(A/,)l defined, for G 
in A’, by S(U(~,~) = ulF + Al. It is immediate that if ur , u2 are in 
AL and 4~~~ = u,Ix\~ then ullF - uZIF E (AIF)L, so that S, is well 
defined. 
The following theorem is proved in [5]. 
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THEOREM 2. (i) I/ TF /] < 1 if and on2y if Al, is c2osed in C(F). 
(ii) I[ TF [[ < 4 if and only zy Al, is isometric to AIkcF) . 
(iii) II TF II = II 8, II/(1 + II 8, II>. 
Remark. (i) says that I/ TF jj < 1 if and only if there exists a 
constant k such that if a, E Ai, then there is a function a E A such 
that alp = a, and )I a 11 < k I/ a,, IIF. (ii) says that jj TF /j < 4 if and 
only if for all a, E AJF and for all E > 0 there is a function a E A 
with aIF = a, and (I a /I < (1 + E) )/ a, lJF . We also remark that 
Theorem 2 holds when F is an arbitrary closed subset of X. 
Instead of looking at all the orthogonal measures we want to 
restrict ourselves to those orthogonal measures which live on ZA . 
Therefore, we restrict the operators TF and SF to Al n M(zk). So 
when F is a compact subset of 21, the linear operator V, from 
AL n M(ZJ into M(F)/(A\.)L is defined by V>(p) = & + (AiF)I 
for p E Al n M(..ZA). Also if p E Al n M(EA) we put UF(~lx,F) = 
& + (AIF)l. It is readily checked that U, is well defined as a map 
from A+,F n M(ZJ into M(F)/(Al,)1. 
The relation between the norms of V, and U, is expressed in 
the following proposition, the proof of which is similar to that of [5] 
Lemma 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. II v, II = II UF II/U + II UF II)* 
The next proposition shows that certain inequalities involving 
these new operators imply similar inequalities for the previously 
defined ones. 
PROPOSITION 2. (i) j/ TF )I < 1 if and only ;f 1) V, ]j < 1 in fact 
II TF II < h<l + II V, II). 
(ii) jj TF 11 < -& if and only ;f II VF jj ,< 4. 
Proof. V, is a restriction of TF so that /( V, (I < /I TF (I. Now 
suppose 11 V, \I = r < 1, and let cr E Al. Write (T = uIF + u.J~,~. 
By Theorem 1 there is a measure p E M(Z,J with p - uI~,~ E AJ- and 
11 ,U 1) < 1) aJxiF I/, Put u’ = ~1~ + p. Then CJ’ E A’- n M(.ZJ and hence 
or 
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This implies that 
II CT IF + (A IFF !I G r II IJ IF II + r II II 
Now for any h E M(F), 
II + II P IF + (A IFY II. 
Hence 
II A + (A IFY II < I! h II. 
and we conclude that 
Since u E A1 was arbitrary, we have proved (i). To prove (ii) we have 
to show that Ij V, 11 < 8 implies that jl TF jl < $. By Theorem 2(iii) 
and Proposition 1 this is equivalent to showing that (1 U, I( < 1 
implies that (1 SF (1 < 1. A proof of this implication is given in 
[4, Proposition 21 for metrizable X. To prove this in the general 
case we use Theorem 1. Let u E Al and write u = uIF + alxlF. 
By Theorem 1 there is a p E IM(ZJ with p - uJXIF E Al and 
II P II < II +F Il. Put 0’ = 4 + p. Since II uF II < 1, 
II u’ IF + (A IFY II G II u’ IX\F/L 
or 
Hence 
II I* IF II + II P IX\F II = II P II 4 II rJ IX\F II- 
Since u was an arbitrary element of Al we conclude that I( SF (I < 1. 
Using the above Proposition, Theorem 2 and Remark 1, we deduce 
the following interpolation theorem involving only annihilating 
measures living on C, . 
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THEOREM 3. Let A be a subspace of C(X) and let F be a compact 
subset of the Choquet boundary Zk for A. Let VF be the operator defined 
just before Proposition 1. Then 
(i) AIF is closed in C(F) if and only zy 11 V, 11 < 1, i.e., ;f and 
onZy if there exists a constant c < 1 such that // ~1~ + (AJF)J- 1) < c /) p jl 
for all ,U E Al n M(Z,J. 
(ii) For any a,, E Al, and any E > 0 there is an extension a E A 
of a,, with 1) a I/ < (1 + E) ]I a,, ]lF ;f and only ;f 1) V, /j < +, i.e., if and 
04~ ;f II ,4 + (AW II < $ II r” II for ad P E AL n M(G). 
If (AIF) = 0 then A[, is dense in C(F) and we get the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. (i) A IF = C(F) ;f and only if there is a constant 
c < 1 such that [j & [[ < c 11 p (1 for all p E Al n M(ZJ. 
(ii) For any a, E C(F) and any E > 0 there is an extension a E A 
of a0 with II a II < (1 + l ) II a0 IIF ;f and only if II plF II G *II P It for 
all p E A’ n M(2,). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be a square in R2 and let A be the space of 
continuous affine functions on X. Then ZA consists of the four 
corners of the square and all measures in Al n M(ZA) are proportional 
to the measure which has mass 1 at each one of two diagonally 
opposite corners and mass -1 on each of the other two. Thus if 
F is the set consisting of one of the corners then 1) V, /j = a and 
(I U,[l = +. S’ mce F consists of a single point and A contains the 
constant function 1 we conclude immediately that 1) SF /I < 1. If 
[( SF I[ = Y < 1 then we could deduce from [S] Theorem 3 that for 
any compact subset of K of X disjoint from F and for any E > 0 there 
is a function a E A with (1 a 11 = 1, alF = 1 and [ a( < r + E for 
all x E K. Since the functions in A can be identified with planes in 
R3 this is clearly impossible. Thus jl SF I[ = 1 and I[ TF Ij = 4. 
EXAMPLE 2. This example shows that the inequality (1 TF (I < 
81 + II VF II) f rom Proposition 2(i) can sometimes be an equality. 
We let X be a triangle in R2 and A the space of all continuous affine 
functions on X. In this case ZA consists of the three corners of the 
triangle and A-L n M(L’ A consists of the zero measure (A is a simplex). ) 
Letting F be the set consisting of one of the corners (or two) we see 
that 11 V, Jj = I/ U, 11 = 0. H owever as in Example 1 we can show 
that )I SF 1) = 1 and hence 1) TF jl = 4. 
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Proceeding as in [5] we now define an extension constant which 
indicates how well (within E,J we can extend functions in AJ, to 
functions in A. 
Let A be a closed subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary z7, 
and let F be a compact subset of 2, . If t > 0 we say that Al, has 
property Et(.Z,J if for any a, E Al, with jj a, JIF < 1 and any compact 
subset G of ,JYA disjoint from F there is an extension a E A of a, such 
that jl a 11 < max(1, t) and j u(x)1 < t for all x E G. The extension 
constant e(ZA / F) is defined by 
e(Zk ] F) = infit : A JF has property E,(Z.4)}. 
If there is no t for which Al, has property E1(ZJ we put e(Z, [ F) = co. 
The next theorem shows the relations between e(Z1, 1 F) and the 
maps 77, and V, defined previously. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a compact metric space, A a closed subspace 
of C(X) with Choquet boundary ZA and let F be a compact subset of Za . 
Let U, and V, be the operators dejined prior to Proposition 1. Then 
Proof. The proof of the inequality Jj U, jj < e(ZA j F) is almost the 
same as the proof of a similar inequality in [5] Theorem 2 and we 
omit it. For the opposite inequality we may assume that I/ U, I( < co. 
By Proposition 1 )/ U, Ij < 03 implies that 1) V, )I < 1 which in turn 
implies that /( TF I( < 1 by Proposition 2. Thus by Remark 1 there 
exists a constant K such that if b, E A(, then there is an extension 
b E A of b, with )I b 11 < k ]I b, ]IF . If we can show that for each a, E AIF 
with (1 a, ][r < 1, each E > 0 and each compact subset G of ,ZA 
disjoint from F there is an extension a E A of a, with I( a (/ < 
=x(1, II uFIl) + E . k and / a(~)\ < I( U,]\ + E(k + 1) for all x E G 
we are through. Thus, let a0 E Al, with j[ a, /( < 1, let E > 0 and 
let G be a compact subset of ZA disjoint from F. Put 
ff = {P’ E C(X) : II v - a0 IIF < E, II F I! < max(L II UF II) 
and 1 v(x)1 < Ij U,jj + E for all x E G). 
We want to show that H n A # m. Assume for contradiction that 
H n A = D . Now H is convex and open and A is a closed subspace. 
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Then by the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the Riesz representation 
theorem there is a nonzero measure u E Al such that 
Re 
is ) 
vdu 3 0 for all 9, E H. (1) 
Using the regularity of the measure u and the definition of H the 
following inequality is easily derived from (I): 
Re (s i q& - E II u IFII 3 (II UFII + ~1 IIu IG II + max(L il u~ll) II u Ix\(F~G) Il. 
(2) 
Now, write u in the form (T = glF + ujG + u)~,(~“~) . By Theorem 1 
we can find a measure p E M(L’J such that p - ulX,(Fvc~ E AJ- 
and such that 11 p 11 < 11 uIX,(Fvc) 11. Put ur = ujF + & + I”. Then 
ur E Al n M(ZA) and hence 
11 %/F + @IF)l /I < 11 uF /I * 11 &\F 11. 
This implies that 
Comparing this inequality with (2) and using the fact that II a, IIF < 1 
we conclude that u = 0 contradicting the fact that u was a nonzero 
measure. We have thus shown that H n A # o . Now let al E H n A, 
and let c be a function in A such that ciF = a,, - alIF and such that 
)I c 1) < E * k. If we put a = a, + c then the function a has the desired 
properties. The Proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
Using a “(l/2”)- ar g ument” similar to the one used in [l] and [4] 
we get a strengthening of a part of the previous theorem, giving a 
condition for norm preserving extensions. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a compact metrizable space and let A be 
a subspace of C(X) with Chopuet boundary ZA . Let F be a compact 
subset of ZA with extension constant e(ZA I F) < 1 and let a, E Al, 
with I( a, IIF = 1. Then for any compact subset G of 2YA disjoint from F 
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and any E > 0 there is an extension a E A of a, with [j a [I = 1 and 
) a(x)] < e(CA ] F) + E fey aEZ x E G. 
Proof. Put s = e(ZA IF). S ince s < 1 we can, by the definition 
of the extension constant, find an extension a, E A of a, such that 
(( a, (1 < 2 - s and such that 1 ui(x)j < s + E for x E G. Put g, = 
22(1 - 4 j a, I). S’ mce jj a, jl < 2 - s we see that g, > 2s. We want to 
find an extension u2 E A of a, such that / us(~)\ < s + E on G and 
) a2 j < g, - s. To do this we put 
H= ~~C(X):ll~-a~ll~<~.1~1 <s+;onG 1 
andIp/ <g,--s--f 
1 
(Sinceg, > 2s andg, > 2 on F we may assume that g, - s - ~12 > s 
and g, - s - l /2 > 1 on F. If not take a smaller E.) We want to 
show that H n A # D. Now H is a nonempty open convex set. 
Thus if H n A = D there is a nonzero measure (T E Al such that 
Re (1 ) qda 30 for all rp E H. (1) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4, (1) is readily seen to imply that 
Put u1 = ajxi(Fvc) and let X E M(ZA) be a positive measure dominating 
( ur 1 in Choquet’s ordering of positive measures and let D be a 
dilation with D 1 o1 / = h. D6, lives on IM(Z,J almost everywhere 
(1 u1 1); here 6, is the point mass at x [S, Ch. 13, Prop. 13.21. Thus, 
if p = Do, then p E M(Z,). Also ,u - u1 E Al and hence if 0s = 
QIF 4 c(c + p then u2 E Al n M(ZJ. Then by Theorem 4, 
This implies that 
which can also be written as 
(3) 
where h, is the function which is constantly equal to 1 on F and s 
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on X\F. Let Z/J be a measurable function of constant modulus 1 
such that / p 1 = I&. Then [7, Ch. 131 
j hsd I P I = j h&G = j [ j k-+ViJ~ d44, 
and hence 
jkW ~j~jWPz)~%J. (4) 
The function g, - s - ~12 has the properties g, - s - c/2 > s and 
g, - s - 42 > 1 on F. H ence g, - s - c/2 > h, so that 
j WP%) < j (RI- s - ;) 4&J. 
Since 
j I al I 4%) > j j 4PS,) j = I G4, 
we see that 
s h,d(DS,) < g&v) - s - 42. 
Putting this into (4) we get 
Thus (3) takes the form 
II 4~ + (4~)’ II < s II 4~ II + jx,,,, k - s - 42) d I Q I. (5) 
Comparing with (2) and (1) we see that (T must be the zero measure. 
Thus HnA # o. Let aa’ E H n A. Then I[ a2’lF - a, (1 < e/2. 
Let c E A be an extension of a2’jF - a,, with 11 c 11 < c/2 and put 
a2 = a2’ - c. The function a2 E A is an extension of a, , ( a2 1 < 
gl - s and ( a2 1 < s + E on G. In general suppose we have found 
extensions a, ,..., a,-, of a, such that if 
gn-1 = 2" (1 - gJ% I), 
then g,-, > 2s. Since the ai’s are extensions of a, and 11 aI0 IIF = 1 
we see that g,-, > 2 on I? 
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Proceeding as above there is an extension a, E A of a, with 
/a,,1 <g,,_,-sand !anl ~.*.s~l~~onG.Put 
Then g, > 2 on F. Also g, = 2g,, -r - 2 1 a, j > 2s. Now proceed 
by induction. Also note that we may choose the ai’s such that 
11 ai /j < 2 for all i. 
Finally we put 
Since I] ai jj ,< 2 for all i, a E A. Also since g, > 0 for all n, j a 1 < 1. 
It is clear that a is an extension of a, and that ( a(x)1 < s + E for 
all x E G. 
3. PEAK SET THEOREMS 
If A is a linear subspace of C(X) and F is a closed subset of X, 
the A-convex hull of F is the set 
I;‘ = {x E X : 1 a(x)\ < j( a (IF for all a E A). 
We shall be needing the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. IfF is a closed subset of X then i? consists of those points 
of X which have a representing measure supported by F. A geometric 
characterization of fl is obtained in the state space S, namely Q(p) = 
q@(F)) n O(X). 
Proof. If x has a representing measure on F then it is clear that 
x is in P. Conversely, let x be a point of P. 
We define a linear functional p, on A\, as follows: Given a0 in 
Al, and any extension a in A of a,, we put p,(a,) = a(x). If a, is 
another extension in A of a0 then a - a, vanishes on F and hence, 
by the definition of P, at the point x, so that p, is well defined. Using 
the definition of p we see that jj p, j\ < 1. Also, if 11, denotes the 
restriction to F of the constant function 1, then p,( 1 IF) = 1. Therefore, 
there is a probability measure h on F representing p, w.r.t. AI,. 
But h is then a representing measure for x. The geometric charac- 
terization is immediate from the above one and the fact that the 
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closed convex hull of a compact set Y, in a locally convex space E 
is the set of x in E which have a representing measure on Y. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a compact metrizable space and let A be a 
closed subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary 2$ . Let F be a compact 
subset of Za and suppose that there is a number s < 1 such that 
II plF + (4)L /I < s II PIX\~ /I for all P E M(zA) n AL then p is a peak 
set for A. 
Proof. Pick e > 0 such that s + E < 1. For any y E ZA\F there 
is, by Theorem 5, a function a, E A and a neighborhood U, of y 
such that a& = 1, /) a, /) = 1, / a, 1 < s + E on U, . Countably 
many of the Uy’s will cover ZA\F. Let {an}$l be the corresponding 
functions. Now put 
m 1 a=CFan. 
i=l 
Then a has the following properties: aIF = 1, / a(x)1 < 1 for all 
x E ZA\F. Thus a(x) = 1 if and only if x has a representing measure 
on F and / a(x)\ < 1 otherwise. Lemma 1 now implies that P is a 
peak set. 
When F reduces to a single point Theorem 6 yields the following 
peak point criterion. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be a compact metrixable space and let A be a 
subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary ZA . Let x E ZA and suppose that 
there exists a positive number s < I such that 1 p(x)1 < s (/ F(~,(+) [I for 
all ,LL E M(ZJ n A 1. Then x is a peak point for A. 
Remark. The above theorem generalizes some older peak point 
theorems. Edwards proved that each point in the Choquet boundary 
of a simplex is a peak point. This was generalized by Andersen [I] 
and Bjork [3] in the real case and in the complex case by Briem [4] 
to a theorem stating that if X is a compact metric space and A a 
subspace of C(X) with Choquet boundary ZA , then if x E ZA satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 7 with s = 0, x is a peak point for A. 
4. UNIFORM ALGEBRAS 
A uniform algebra is a closed subalgebra of C(X) separating the 
points of X and containing the constants. We have the following 
analog to [S] Theorem 4. 
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THEOREM 8. Let A be a uniform algebra on the compact space X 
and let Z’, be the Choquet boundary for A. If F is a compact subset of Z:a , 
then either e(ZA / F) = 0 or e(ZA / F) 3 1. 
The proof of the above theorem is immediate from the definition 
of e(ZA 1 F) and the fact that A is an algebra. 
Let again F be a compact subset of ZA , and put E = (x E X: 
I 4x)I G II a IIF f or all a E A}. It follows easily, using Lemma 1, that 
E n z1,., = F. From this observation one gets e(ZC, 1 F) = 0 if E is a 
peak set. This combined with Theorem 6 yields the following theorem 
[2, Sec. 7; 4, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 9. Let A be a uniform algebra on the compact metrizable 
space X and let F be a compact subset of the Choquet boundary -C, for A. 
Then e(Z:, j F) = 0 if and only ifP is a peak set. 
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